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Details of Visit:

Author: the teacher
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 4 Aug 2011 4.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

A Smart and very clean establishment a short walk from the underground. This is clearly a
professional location as opposed to a private flat, with a receptionist/maid and more than one girl
working there on the same day. Personally, I usually prefer the intimacy of a private establishment ?
I never like that feeling that another punter might be in another room, and the lady giving the ?coast
is clear? check of the corridor before you sprint to the bathroom. That said, they clearly do as good
a job as they can here, and Hannah was as hospitable and unhurried as it was possible to be under
the circumstances.

The Lady:

Having seen Hannah?s pics on the website, and read numerous favourable field reports on her, I
decided to put to one side my usual dislike of professional premises and give her a go, and I was
glad I did. I wanted something to brighten up this typically dreary British Summer, so what better
that a drop of Brazilian sunshine? Hannah is Hot! Hot! Hot!: Gorgeous, fit, olive-tanned figure with
deliciously soft but exquisitely well toned curves; beautiful, full, pert tits; tiny waste and flat tummy;
sexy, shapely legs and a cute, sexy face with deep brown eyes. A perfect Brazilian Beach Bunny!

The Story:

As I said previously, Hannah was very kind, as well as being sweet natured and accommodating.
Another problem with establishments like this is that requests to the girls for particular clothes don?t
always get through, and Hannah had not been told that I wanted her to wear a sexy secretary outfit
with stockings. I was a bit disappointed, but this was not her fault, and she looked so hot in the little
black fishnet ?dress? she was wearing when I met her that I quickly came up with an alternative hot
fantasy scenario: Hannah would be a slave girl servicing her master. At first she was a little taken
aback by this, but when she realised it was just a bit of harmless fun, and that I had no wish or
intention of being physically cruel to her she entered into the role with great enthusiasm. Her oral
skills were impeccable, and I enjoyed a heady and prolonged bout of sublime OWO. I returned the
favour and worked my tongue into her pussy, savouring her sweet juices before inserting my fingers
into her pleasure tunnel and licking her tight butthole. I soon had her stripped as naked as the day
she was born and we indulged in some passionate 69 before it was time for me to fuck her. I soon
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had my swollen cock pumping in and out of her pussy in a whole range of exciting positions. I think
the best was when she stood above me and lowered herself down onto my rod and then rode me in
wild cowgirl, before turning round to do it in reverse, one of the great fantasy porn positions. My only
regret was that there was no big mirror in which to see the action. I finished by getting Hannah to
jack me off and I squirted my load over that tight tummy in a blissful climax. Hannah then gave me a
lovely massage whilst we chatted about England and Brazil, amongst other things.
So Hannah is a very sexy and friendly babe, and this is a good establishment of its kind. And the
price is unbeatable! Normally you?d be paying at least ?150 for a babe of Hannah?s quality, if not
?200, so great value for money. All in all, I would definitely recommend Hannah and the House of
Devine.
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